
James 

 

Some years ago when I was at the United Methodist Wisconsin Annual Conference, I came upon 

a book entitled Morning Coffee with James by Renae Brumbaugh Green.  It was a delightful way 

to spend some time in the Bible while enjoying my morning coffee.  I appreciated the simple, yet 

thought provoking, study of this book and decided to offer it as a book study while I was leading 

women’s study classes at the church.  The questions and observations by the author provided for 

many lively discussions for our group.  When I made the decision to provide a brief glimpse into 

each book of the Bible in my Weekly Messages a few years ago, it was inevitable the James 

would become the subject of a Weekly Message.  I have decided to share with you just a few 

glimpses from this easy-to-follow book study. 

Verse: James 1:2-3, “Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you face trials of many kinds, 

because you know that the testing of your faith develops perseverance.” (NIV) 

The prayer offered at the end of the study of these verses: 

Our Heavenly Father,  

Please help me to remember today when trials come, both big and small, that You did not send 

them.  Help me to rest in knowing that if I let You, You will use those things to bring about good 

in my life, and to make me stronger.  Thank You for the joy I have in knowing You. 

 

Verse:  James 1:3-4, “[Y]ou know that the testing of your faith develops perseverance.  

Perseverance must finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking 

anything.” (NIV) 

 

“To Us. . .  

If an athlete wants to improve his skill, he must allow himself to face pressure beyond what he 

has faced before.  He must continue through that pressure, or he will not grow.  A runner must 

push himself to run faster, longer than he has in the past.  A weightlifter must gradually increase 

the amount of weight he lifts.  In the same way, the Christian must continue to face the pressures 

of this life.  Each time we endure successfully, the pressure seems a little less the next time. 

 Perseverance is one thing that cannot be rushed.  To develop perseverance, we must 

endure pressure over a period of time.  God provides no easy way to maturity, to completion.  

We simply must persist through the difficulties of this life, finding strength through our faith in 

God.”  

Verse:  James 2:12-13, “Speak and act as those who will be judged by the law that gives 

freedom.  For judgment is merciless for the one who has shown no mercy.  But mercy triumphs 

over judgment.” (NET) 

 

To Us. . . 

Because of what Jesus did for us on the cross, we can know freedom.  We do not have to carry 

around the shackles of sin and guilt, even though we are all sinners, and we are all guilty.  



Sometimes, even though we enjoy this freedom for ourselves, we want to see others shackled.  

‘Oh, but you don’t understand what I’ve been through.  You don’t understand who they hurt me,’ 

we may say to God.  Yet, He tells us, ‘Don’t judge.  Instead, show mercy.’ 

 When we fail to show mercy and forgiveness to others, we display a lack of 

understanding, a lack of appreciation for the tremendous mercy and forgiveness that have been 

show to us.  Ironically, the shackles we desire to place on others become attached to our own 

souls.  God wants us to show mercy because mercy has been shown to us.  God wants us to show 

mercy because He know the freedom that will come only when forgiveness is granted.” 

 If these few excerpts from the book inspired some curiosity to explore it further, I 

encourage you to take up this short study and sip its words as you sip your coffee. 

Morning Coffee with James by Renae Brumbaugh Green, Armonia Publishing, 2017 

 

A summary of the Book of James is attached. 
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